
I, Flora Sapio, Ph.D., being first duly sworn, do depose and say as follows: 

1. My name is, Flora Sapio, Ph.D., and I am a scholar of Chinese law. As my research focusses 

on 'legal lawlessness', I am well acquainted wich Chinese political and legal documents. 

Part of the documents I use for my research are not meant to be available to the general 

public, or to foreign scholars. Some of the documental sources I use may be duplicated 

through photocopying, scanning or high resolution pictures. While I do document abuses 

occurring in connection to arbitrary detention andlor enforced disappearance, I am aware of 

the fact that certain individuals can have a vested interest in misrepresenting reality. 

Therefore, the first operation I normally perform on any documental source is assessing 

whether it is genuine or not. In the past ten years, I have had to discard documents 

purporting to originate from propaganda departments and party discipline commissions, 

pictures portraing alleged torture wounds, accounts by so-called dissidents and other sources 

of information that had been forged. 

2. On August 25,2010, Mr. Theodore Cox Esq.asked me to examine the following four pieces 

of documents on family planning: 

(a) Changle City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Notice Regarding the 

Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning Clean-Up Work (Document A). 

(b) Chinese Communist Party Chang LC City Shou Zhan Township Co~luilitlee 

Announcement on Efficiently Implementing Family Planning Work During the New Year 

and Spring Festival of 2009 (Document B). 

(c) Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collections (Document C) 

(d) New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies (Document D). 

3. I analyzed a copy of each document, printed on A4 paper, to the best of my knowledge and 

ability. 

4. In this affidavit I will make some necessary observations about the documents, and then 

proceed to illustrate the reasons why I believe each one of them to be authentic. My analysis 
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focussed not only their language and style. More importantly, I analyzed each document's 

inner coherence, and details about their format a forger could easily have overlooked. 

5. Document A and Document B belong to a category of documents for which precise 

guidelines exist. Document A appears to have been issued by an organ of the state. In this 

case, relevant rules about format and style are contained in the Procedures for Handling 

Official Documents in the Administrative Departments of the Government Issued by the 

State Council (Procedures). ' Document B appears to have been authored by the party 

committee of Shouzhan Township. The document was issued in name of the local 

government so a set of different rules applies. Document B should follow the style and 

format requirements set by the Chinese Communist Party Regulations on Handling 

Organizations' ~ o c u m e n t s . ~  Besides, both Document A and Document B should conform to 

guidelines set by the document Format of Documents by National Administrative Organs.j 

6. State organs have the power to issue thirteen different kinds of documents: telegrams, orders, 

decisions, announcements, publications, notices, circulars, motions, reports, requests for 

instructions, replies, opinions, letters, minutes of meeting.4 It should be considered that 

documents not explicitly listed by the Procedures are routinely used too. These documents 

can summarize provisions set by national level laws, or by sources at the lower level. Else 

they can contain policy pronouncements, or even be a source of provisions regarded as 

binding by local administrative or  law enforcement organs even though they may conflict 

with provisions set by national or provincial level laws.' Documents C and D belong to this 

category of documents. In their case, the usual rules about style and format are by definition 

not applicable. Therefore, these documents exist in the most divcrse formats. 

7. Document A is a notice (tongzhi). A notice is a binding document addressed to subordinate 

organs.This typology of document can be used to approve documents produced by 

' Annex A. 1 consulted the document in its Chinese version, but I am attaching a translation found on the ChinaLawlnfo 
database. 

' Zhonggzro Gongchandangjigrran g o n p e n  chztli tiaoli, issued on 3 May 1996 and effective from the same date. Annex 
B. 

Glrojia xingzheng jigrran gongwen geshi. Annex C. 

.I Art. 2,  9, Procedures for Handling Official Documents in the Administrative Departments of the Government lssued 
by the State Council. 

' Peter Come, "Creation and Application of Law in the PRC", The American Journal of Comparative Law, vol. 50, n. 2 ,  
3002, pp. 369-443. Annex D. 
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subordinate organs; forward documents issued by higher-level organs; pose certain requests 

or disseminate information; announce personnel appointments or removals. 

The notice is addressed to "All Family Planning Leadership Groups in Towns, Village 

(Streets)". These are extremely small organs responsible for day to day policy 

implementation, and subordinated to the Changle Family Planning Leadership Group. The 

goal of Document A was informing grassroots level organs about an upcoming sterilization 

campaign, and instructing them on how to conduct the campaign. The use of this specific 

kind of document to organize an enforcement campaign is a routine operation. I can find no 

contradiction between the typology of document used to order the launch of the campaign, 

the organs it is addressed to, and its content. 

8. The order of paragraphs in Document A follows the sequence normally used in official 

documents. The introductory paragraph refers to a previous meeting of the Provincial and 

Fuzhou City population and family planning leadership groups. Any genuine document 

issued to launch a campaign must make reference to such a meeting, given that campaigns at 

the local levels are launched only after this strategy has been discussed at the provincial and 

sub-provincial levels. The first paragraph sets campaign requirements - describing a 

operarions known only to policy makers, or to scholars who have investigated campaigns. 

The second and third paragraph respectively set out the loose time-frame of the campaign 

and various penalties for citizens and implementers. The fourth paragraph contains the usual 

reference to matters concerning leadership. 

9. Document A must have been authored by a person with a first-hand knowledge of how a 

sterilization campaign is organized and ordered to grassroots level organs. The document is 

dense with such rarefied terms as "double check-up", "four surgeries" and "double 

remedies". These abbreviations and technical phrases would not normally be understood by 

outsiders, and by those not familiar with the family planning policy. Document A is also 

written in a perfect bureaucratic style. I am confident that most of the local residents, 

particularly those with a low educational level, would find its stile convoluted and not easy 

to understand. Also, this style is not easy to imitate or reproduce. The person who has 

drafted Document A must have necessarily been a cadre working at the Changle family 

planning leadership group. 

10. Document B is a notice (tongzhi), too. The translator, ZHANG Hong, however rendered the 

term tongzhi with the word Announcement. Party organs can use this kind of documents to 
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issue regulations and laws internal to the party; appoint and remove personnel; transmit 

documents and directives from higher level party organs, and so on.6 The circular in 

question is addressed to "each party (general) branch office, and to village committees" 

placed under the authority of the Shouzhan Township Party Committee, and sets guidelines 

on family planning work for the year 2009. As in the case of Document A, there is no inner 

contradiction between the kind of document, its recipients and its purpose. 

1 1. The structure of Document B, too, is highly credible. Differently from Document A, 

Document B is not divided in paragraphs, but in numbered sections. Each one of these 

begins with political buzzwords ("Intensify the study and raise the awareness", "intensify 

leadership in order to fblfill the tasks", etc.). This style is typical of party documents, as 

opposed to state documents. Also, Document B sets enforcement targets regarding the 

number of abortions and sterilizations to be enforced and the amount of fines to be collected. 

This kind of information can be more easily found in party rather than in state documents. 

Admitting that mandatory targets exist for abortion, sterilization and fine collection, and that 

these targets must be reached regardless of citizen's will would be unpopular and 

counterproductive. Using party documents to determine enforcement quota provides the 

advantage of confidentiality. Then of course state documents, as for instance Document A, 

will make vague reference to standards, quotas and target amounts, making it look to 

ordinary observers as if policy content was entirely determined by the state, and certain 

measures and policy targets were non-mandatory. 

12. Thc author of Docun~cnt B can bc 110 one else than a party cadre. I reached this co~lclusion 

on the basis of the stylistic figures and metaphorical formulations of this document. While 

party documents can normally be somewhat more explicit than state documents, their 

authors use a certain measure of caution too. For instance, the arbitrary arrest of of 

Communist Party officials is normally referred to as 'summoning' them, the internment of 

addicts who have completed a term of rehabilitation is spoken of as something that needs to 

be requested 'voluntarily'. The author of Document B employs very similar metaphors, 

using such terms and expressions as 'comprehensive clean-up', motivating women to 

voluntarily comply with policy requirements, breaking through on cases and so on. 

Art. 2 (S), Chinese Communist Party Regulations on Handling Organizations' Documents. 
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Throughout Document B, terms and abbreviations specific to the policy area of family 

planning have been used. 

13. Besides their content, all formal elements of Document A and Document B's format testify 

to their authenticity. The following paragraphs examine the most important formal elements 

one by one. 

14. Serial number. 

Any genuine official document should bear a serial number consistent with the required 

format, with the document issue date, and of course with the issuing organ. The serial 

number is normally composed by (a) three Chinese characters (four in certain instances) 

indicating the issuing body and in some cases the kind of document; (b) a four-digits 

number between square brackets indicating the year; (c) and a number followed by the 

character "hao (q)", meaning number. 

The serial number of Document A indicates that the document was issued by Changle 

Family Planning Leading Group in 2008, as the twenty-fourth document of the year. Square 

brackets have been used. The use of round brackets would have been highly suspicious. As 

Changle is a small urban centre (by Chinese standards), its family planning group should 

produce just a few documents every year. As the document contains instructions about a 

campaign to be launched in the early 2009, it can be assumed that the document was issued 

either in November or in December 2008. In fact, the issue date is December 24. The 

campaign time-frame was between December 20, 2008 and February 10, 2009. It is not 

uncommon for a campaign to be announced on an extremely short notice or even with a 

slight delay. Delays and their limited time-frame are among the factors leading to the use of 

violence and coercion. 

The abbreviation in Document B's serial number is consistent with the abbreviations used in 

documents issued by the Shouzhang Party Committee. The serial number indicates that the 

Document B was the sixty-second document of the year. This information is credible. 

Shouzhan is a township with a population figure of more or less 25,000 people.' Ruling such 

' National Bureau of Statistics, Population figures for rural villages, township and streets in Fujian Province, (Glrojic~ 
Torrgjij~r, Fujiarrsheng .uinng, zhen, jiedan i.enkolr), 
http::~wiv\v.srats.t.ov.cn~tisi ndsi~renkouaucl~a 200Oiisdnoiht1nl!Ji.i.litrn , last accessed on August 3 1 ,  3010. Annex E. 
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a small town requires less work than ruling a bigger urban centre so it is unsurprising that its 

party committee issued less than a hundred documents during an entire year. 

15. Paper size. 

Starting from January 1, 2001, all documents must be printed on A4 paper (210 x 297 rnm). 

Document A and Document B appear to have been printed on a sheet of paper of the 

required size. Documents printed on smaller sheets of paper - the so-called 16 kai format 

(184 x 260 rnm) - and bearing a date posterior to 2001 would be suspicious. 

16. Requirements about heading and interlinear spaces 

Two interlinear spaces should separate the document heading from the serial number. There 

should be a distance of 4 millimeters between the serial number and the line below it. The 

line furthermore sould be of the same width as the main body of text. Document A and 

Document £3 meet each one of these conditions. 

17. Margins. 

The upper margin should measure 37 millimeters, with 1 millimeter tolerance. The distance 

between the heading and the upper margin of the page should measure 25 millimeters. The 

characters of the main heading should be of a size smaller or equal to 22 x 15 millimeters. 

The left margin should measure 28 millimeters. 1 millimeter tolerance is allowed. Every 

single page of both Document A and Document B meet these criteria. 

18. Main body of text. 

The required measurements of the main body of text are 156 x 225 millimeters (page 

number not included). The first line in the first paragraph should be indented by one or two 

spaces - understood as the space occupied by a Chinese character. The font to use is 

"Fangsongtizi", size three. Pages other than the first and last page should in any case contain 

22 lines of text, headings of paragraphs not included. Each line of text should contain 28 

characters. In some occasions one or two characters less could be found, but this 

discrepancy can be attributed to the space occupied by the "Chinese comma" which is 
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slightly bigger than the comma ( , ) used in the Latin alphabet. Both documents meet all of 

these requirements. 

19. Official seal. 

Generally speaking, officials documents should bear the seal of the issuing organ. In actual 

practice this rule does not apply to minutes of meetings and so-called 'documents of general 

application' (pufauing gongwen) with an header providing precise information about their 

issuing body.8 A notice (tongzhi) counts as 'document of general application'. Given that 

both Document A and Document B are notices, and possess precise headers, the absence of 

a seal is meaningless. 

20. Filing information. 

The last line on the last page of an official document normally contains indications on the 

persons and units who should receive copies of the document. Given that Document A and 

Document B have been issued by grassroots level units, they should not be filed to the 

provincial level. Filing information on Document A and Document B are coherent, as they 

specify that a copy of the document should be filed to the leader and deputy leader of 

Changle City Family Planning Leadership Group (Document A), and to party and state 

leaders of Shouzhan township. 

2 1. Classificatio~~ level. 

Indications about the classification level of a document are mandatory only for documents 

classified as confidental, secret or top secret. Nowadays internal (neibzr) documents do not 

bear the indications "for internal use", "internal document, please preserve" or similar ones. 

Documents A and Document B can be considered internal document, as their filing 

information indicates they are to be used by party and state officials. 

"ang Suhua, "Tan gongwen keyi bu jia kaizhang jiguan yinzhande jizhong qingkuang" (On the circumstances when 
documents are not to be stamped with an organizations' ofticial seal), Dang'an Guanli (Archives Management), no. 3, 
2007, pp. 56 - 58, at 56. Annex F. 
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22. Documents C and D do not fall within the kinds of documents listed by the Procedures or by 

relevant party norms. They cannot be evaluated with reference to the criteria used in 

paragraphs 14-2 1, because "standards" (Document C) and "policies" (Document D) are not 

supposed to conform to any guidelines. I would say that Document C and Document D are 

internal memoranda used by administrative law enforcement officials. It is also possible that 

one or both these documents were posted outside the offices of family planning leadership 

groups, or handed out to local residents during so-called 'visits' by law enforcers - an 

euphemism for acts of intimidation. Their overall tone is extremely terse. They are written in 

a simple style, using plain sentences. Differently from Documents A and B, their content is 

far easier to remember. The unnamed references made to those who had illegal births 

indicate that the author of Document C knew well reproductive information about local 

residents. The information provided by Documents A and B, and coherent with the content 

of Document B, which was issued by Shouzhan township, besided national legislation, 

province level legislation, and legislation on birth control measures to enforce on the 

floating population. 

23. As I could not find any kind of inconsistency or contradiction within each document and 

between them, I conclude that Document A, Document B, Document C and Document D are 

authentic. 

Flora Sapio 

Turin, 1 September 2010 
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[Translation] 
[Handwriting illegible] 

Changle City Population and Family Planning 

Chang Family Planning Leadership [2008] No. 24 

Notice Regarding the Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning 
Clean-Up Work 

To AU Family Planning Leadership Groups in Towns, Village ( S e t ) :  

In order to seriously implement the spirit of the meeting regarding the Provincial 
and Fuzhou City population and family planning work, [leadexship groups] should tightly 
grasp the advantagtous opportunity when a large number of departed workcrs return 
home for the New Year's Day and the Spring Festival. [Leadership groups should] fully 
focus on the different items of family planning work during this year's Winter and next 
year's Spring and should aftex analysis and with determination, cany out major cleaning 
work in term of conducting citywide "double check-up" and "four surgeries" during the 
New Year's Day and Spring Festival. [Leadership groups should] block any overbirth 
loopholes at the checkpoints and to compact the foundation of family planning work in 
order to ensure the family planning targets for year 2009 can be actualized. The related 
notice is as follows: 

I m m e n t r )  for the Wo& 

I. All towns and villages (streets) must solidify powers to conduct a thorough 
investigation of the situation regarding the floating population. The key is to obtain 
accurate information about the marital and procreation status of all departed workers who 
are returning home. Work concerning registration, publication of brochures, and 
educational propaganda must be done well. 

2. During the process of entering a village or a residence for investigation, the 
propaganda work about the execution of "double check-up and double remedy" and "four 
surgeries" must be done well. The mass should be mobilized to cooperate and support 
family planning work so that the success rate for the fmt round of "double check-up" 
will be increased, and the materialization of the "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees will be promoted. 

3. For those targets who, during year 2008, failed to meet the "double check-up" 
requirement or delayed the implementation of the "four surgeries," all town. village 
(street) offices should distribute the mission to the work groups stationed in villages or 
district cadres so that they can grab the opportunity during the "two holidays" period and 
use all practical measures to ensure that the target is met. [Leadership groups] should 
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implement strict, detail. and operational system of work review for reward and 
punishment. This is to ensure the cleiuring measures are actually carried out and to obtain 
an obvious result. 

-- 3. At the same time as focusing on the major cleaning, [leadership groups] should 
seriously conduct the fmt round of "double check-up" work. Town village (street) work 
groups stationed in the villages should deeply penetrate the village (residence) to 
supervise, direct, and assist the cadres of the two committees of the village (residence) to 
enter into people's residence to mobilize the "double check-up" targets to participate in 
"double check-up" and to increase the "double check-up" compliance rate. 

5 .  During the New Year's Day and Spring Festival, the city family pianning 
department should consolidate power to supervise and direct all towns and villages 
(streets) in the work of the major clean-up. Each town and village (street) should i~spect 
at least 1 to 3 vilIagcs (residences) to ensure the statistics of the clean-up work arc true 
and reliable and to ensure that the clean-up measures have been implemented and 
complied with. With regard to the clean-up work progress and the fmt mund of "double 
check-up" compliance rate for all villages and towns (streets), statistics should be taken 
everyday, a bulletin should be published every week and comments and ratings should 
be conducted every fifteen days. Focused supervision should be conducted for the towns 
and villages (streets) that do not pay attention to or have shown slow progress for the 
clean-up work. In such situation, a supervision status bulletin should be distributed 
across the city or an on-site clean-up work meeting should be convened in the town or 
village ( s a t ) .  This is done to intensely promote [the clean-up program]. 

IT. Task and Missioq 

The timeframe for the major clean-up is from December 20,2008 to February 10, 
7,009. The primary mission: One is to focus on mopping up the remaining work for the 
third round of double check-up. Before the end of December, the double check-up 
compliance rate should be over 98%. For the target group of those who failed to comply 
for more than two rounds of double check-up, the compliance rate should be over 90%. 
The compliance rate for the fmt round of double check-up for 2009 should be over 90%. 
Two is to increase the force of implementing birth control measures so that the 
implementation rate for birth control measures should be over 80% of the target assigned 
for the fmt half of the year. The number of sterilization completed for persons with two 
daughters must be over 80% of the target assigned for the fmt half of the year, Abortion 
implementation rate must be over 80% of the target assigned for the frrst half of the year. 
Induced labor abortion implementation rate must be over 75% of the target assigned for 
the first half of the year. Three is to increase the force in collecting social compensation 
fee so that over 80% of the target assigned for the fust half of the year. Four is to 
conduct intra-city clean-up activities aiming at people who are living (renting) or hiding 
within the towns and villages. All towns, townships (streets) and villages (residences) 
must organize a specialized force to investigate, register, and inventory by going through 
each village (residence) and each home. [They] must mobilize the targets to comply with 
double check-up, or to implement birth control measures, or to collect social 
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compensation fees. The towns, townships (streets), and villages (communities) in which 
targets enter and leave must actively cooperate in order to implement double check-up, 
implement birth control measures, collect social compensation fees nnd similar works. 
This is to ensure that the major clean-up activities will attain obvious results. 

[Leadership groups) should focus on the work of executing "double check-up and 
double remedy" and "four surgeries" in a uuthful and pragmatic spirit. Fraud is strictly 
prohibited Whenever it is discovered that there has been false reporting, omission, or 
concealment, the relevaut unit or relevant staff will be strictly held responsible. 

1. During the major clean-up period, if the fmt round of double check-up 
compliance rate is below 90% four surgeria materialization rate is below 75%. 
sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 75%, or social 
compensation fee collection is below 7996 of the target amount and there is no large 
mount of collection of a breakthrough name, then [the leadership groups] should 
circulate a citywide bulletin criticizing the town or township (street). If the fust round of 
double check-up compliance rate is below 85%, four surgeries materialization rate is 
below 70%. sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 70%, or 
social compensation fee collection is below 70% of tht target amount and there is no 
large amount of collection of a breakthrough name, then [the leadership groups] should 
issue a yellow card against the town or township (street) as a warning. 

2. Fraud is strictly prohibited, In the process of implementing "double check-up," 
"four surgeries," when it is discovered that there are less than three instances (including 
three instances) of fraud [the leadenhip groups] will issue a citywide bulletin to criticize 
the town or township (street). If it is discovered that them are four or more instances of 
fraud, [the leadership groups] will issue a yellow card against the town or township 
(street) as a warning. When a town or township (street) receives a yellow card warning 
during the major clean-up work, the respective primary leader must give a [self-] 
criticism speech at the citywide family planning convention. [The primary leader'] also 
will be criticized io the citywide bulletin by the family planning secretary and family 
planning office director. The person directly responsible for the fraud will be dealt with 
under h e  party's disciplinary rules. 

3. The f a d y  planning board must organize a specialized investigation group to 
enter into villages and residences to confirm the actual execution of "double check-up" 
and "four surgeries." Staff of the investigation group must be serious and responsible, 
and must review discipline strictly. Loosening the rules or fraud are strictly prohibited. 
Whoever is in violation of the disciplinary niles of review. when confirmed, [she1 will be 
issued a performance warning. If the matter is serious, [she] will be deemed as 
incompetent for the performance review for the current year or will be treated according 
to other organizational rules. 
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IV. G r o u ~  Leadershig 

All towns and townships (streets) must deeply understand that focusing on the 
execution of the fust round of "double check-up," "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees is an important item for accornplishiog the family planning 
work during the New Year's Day and Spring Festival period. This is the foundation of 
ensuring that the targets for the whole year will be met. This item of work should be 
prioritized in the agenda [The leadership groups] should conduct studies, and should 
plan and promote as a special topic. The work groups s t a t i d  in the villages and the 
staff members of family planning offices and service stations in all the towas and 
townships (streets) must enter the villages and residences to assist and supervise the 
villages (residences) to focus on executing [the work]. [The leadership groups] must 
mobilize the cadres of the two committees of the villages (residences), the family 
planning administration staff, and center household chiefs (group leader) to investigate 
the real situation and to urge targets of "double check-up" and "four surgeries" to comply. 
[The Ieadership groups] should focus on the work during the "two holidays" period and 
to lay a f m  foundation for reaching the family planning targets for the whole year. 

Changle City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
December 24,2008 

CC: Group leader and deputy group leader of the city family planning leadership group, 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Andy Won& am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the translation of the 
above NMea Regadng  ths C O n d n d q  of Major Citywkb Fa- Phmhg ClerrmUp Work is true 
and accurate to the best of my abititim. 

A 

Data 
r 

Andy Wong 
50 1 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York. New York 10013 
Tel: (2 121925- 1208 
Fax: (212)624-0232 
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Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhan Towdship Committee 

Chnng Le Shou Zhan Party [20081#62 

Shuu Zhan Township Announermmt on E€'Ficiently Implementing ~ n l d i l ~  Planning Work 

During the New Year and Spring Festival of 200Y 

Various party (general) brunch offices, village committees: 

111 order to ensure that the 2009 goals for our township's population and family planning work 

are achieved comprehensively, it's critical to smooth out the family plannine: work during the 

New Year and Spring Festival periods. During the New Year and Spring Festival. a lot of people 

among the floating population return back to their hometown i~ huge volume. This is a good 

moment to implement the family planning work. Therefore, this is to announce the following 

plans as to how to efficiently execute the family planning work during these 'two holidays' 

periods. 

1. Intensify the study and raise thc awareness. Start a new heat wave to popularize the 

spirits from the party's Seventeenth Nationai Congress of the Communist Party of China, 

and the Third Session of the Seventeenth Central Committee of the Party, as well as the 

"The Decisions by State Council Of the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee To 

Comprehensively Coordinate Population and Family Planning Work and To Solve the 

Population Problems ('the Decisions' thereafter). Use the spirits from the Chinese 

Communist Party Central Committee to raise our awareness and unify our thoughts and 

knowledge. Fully utilize various kinds of propaganda means and locations to massively 
I 

populate the party's spirits from the Seventeenth National Congress of the Communist 

Party of China and significant meanings, nucleus contents and important policies from 

'the Decisions'. Make them known to every household. Further raise the mass' awareness 

of the severity of population problems, formulate public opinion envirorkent that will be 

favorable to comprehensively enhance the population and family planning work and to 
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i ~ n i l y  the solution to solve the population problems. While studying atd implementing 

[he spirits from the central committee, rnrhusiastically coordinate the township leaders, 

party members, family planning center Leaders (~ssocintion group leaders) and 

association key members to study, populate and implement the spirits from the 

provincial, and Fuzhou municipal population and family planning conferences. Delegate 

the tasks in order to reach the goals for 2009 population and family plaming work. 

Intensify leadership in order to fulfill the tasks, Enhance the leadership for family 

planning work during the "two holidays" periods. Improve the efficiencies for family 

planing work Coordinate with the work teams stationed in villages to organize and 

monitor the village leaders to go into the households in order to publicize 'the Decisions' 

from the central committee, the spirits from the provincial and municipal family planning 

working conferences, as well as the current family planning policies. Motivate child 

rearing age women to voluntarily participate the double check-ups, mobilize those who 

delay the four surgeries to materialize the birth control measures. Urge those targets with 

unauthorized extra binhs to voluntarily pay the social child support fees. The township 

leaders should visit, door to door, those people who return to their hometown from out of 

town in an attempt to publicize the policies, and at the same time find out detailed 

information and materialize the measures. The following are the focuses of our work: I )  

Clean up the third round of double check-ups. reaching the double check-up rate of 98% 

by the end of December, reaching the rate of 90% for those targets who didn't materialize 

the check-ups two times in n row. Get prepared for the fmt round of double check-ups 

for 2C09. By the elid of kfarch of 2009, the double check-up rate should get to 98% and 

above; 2) Conduct family planning comprehensive clean-ups. By the end of December, 

rhe materialization rate should reach 50% and above (including the unfinished number 

since Oct. l) ,  65% and above by the end of J'utuary of 2009 and 85% and above by the 

end of February, finish all the ruks given by Fuzhou City by the end of March: 3) Focus 

on abortionslinductions and sterilizations on those targets with two daughters. B y  the end 

of January, reach the materialization rate of 60% and above, perform the tasks of 26 

abortions and 10 sterilizations on those with two daughters by the end of March; 4) 

Intensify the collections on social child support fees. By the end of March, collect 

400.000 Yuan RklB and above from those who delayed the payment since 2006 
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according ro the book; 5 )  Conduct comprehensive clctln-ups on those who live or rent 

across townships in order to avoid family planning quota. Organize special force to 

cv~lduct clean-ups. registrations mci tilings from door to door. bfobilize chose targets to 

materialize the double check-ups, birth control measures. or social child support fees 

collections. All these are to ensure obvious results from the massive clean-up activities. 

3. Intensify collections and breakthrough on cases with big amount collections. Further 

i~itensify die collections on social child support fees rutd maximize the educational effects 

via legal punishment. During the "two holidays" periods when large volume of people 

from the floating population return back to their hometowns, make good use of this 

opportunity to go into the homes for collections of social child support fees. Increase the 

collections of socid child support fees from those targets with 'one extra boy'. Strictly 

follow the ceiling amounts for collections. Prosecute those who refuse to pay their social 

child support fees via the court and collect the fees from them by force. Ensure the social 

child support fees collection rate of (10% and above from those with unauthorized extra 

births within the current year while 70% and above from those in the previous year. Our 

township needs to breakthrough in collecting 100,000 Yuan RMB from one case. 

4. Enhance services and show sympathy to those families with hardship. During the "two 

holidays" periods, both the township and the villages will conduct family planning 

activities by visiting homes and sending greetings to those families with sterilizations 

after having two girls, one-child families, those families with family planning hardship 

over the years, those targets getting SUppOh9 via awards, those targets with contribution 

3wxds md the family pluming workers on the grass root as well. Host all kinds of 

hmily planning spring festival tea parties. seminars, socializing parties and condolatory 

event$ in an attempt to publicize 'the Decisions' from the central committee and the 

current family planning policies. Coordinate with township and village lenders to go door 

to door for visits and greetings. Launch the "family planning solicitude actions" 

enthusiastically. Massively publicize various family planning awards and bonus policies 

proposed by the municipal committee and the municipal government. Combine the tirst 

round of double check-ups with free check-ups for childbearing women on their genital 

tract infections. Carefully implement various reward policies for family planning. 
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i. Enhance rna~lagement and materialize scrviccs to the tloating population. During the 

"two holidays" periods, all villages should enhance their family planning management for 

the t'loating population a~ id  provide propaganda services to them. Update [he fluidity of  

ttie tloating population in a timely manner. Launch the tour check-up services to the 

tloating population. Focus on the following three key elements: I )  The family planning 

offices work closely with the public security stations, mutually share information, 

make sure the information is accurate, registration is complete and errors are minimized: 

3) Update the fluidity of the floating population in a timely manner. especially during the 

3,009 New Year and Spring Festival periods. The returning time and the number of 

people to return will keep changing. All villages must have the information on hand and 

update the records timely; 3 )  Maximize tht: New Year and Spring Festival periods when 

people return to their hometowns by hosting various kinds of seminars. tea parties and 

organizing the leaders to visit homes in order to publicize the family planning laws and 

regulations. Get information on the family planning conditions from people who work 

out of town. Motivate such people to participate in the double check-ups. materilialize 

birth control measures and collect social child support fees. 

6. Delegate resp~~ib i l i t i es  and strictly implement accountability. Strictly follow the spirits 

tiom "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population and Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Several Decisions On 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 

Planning Work in 2009". Implement the responsibility accountability system. The 

township will announce the work progress from various villages on a weekly basis and 

rank the progress publicly on a monthly basis. By the end of March of 2009, those 

villages will be publicly criticized township-wide if the t int round of double check-up 

rate is lower than the rate regulated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rate 

in the first half of the year is lower than 9095, if the socid child support fee collection in 

the fmt half of the year is lower than 90% and at the same time have not broken through 

the high amount collection record. Those villages will be issued the family planning 

warning with yellow sign if the first round of double check-up rate is lower than the rate 

recplated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rate in the first half of the year 

is lower than 85%. if the social child support fee collection in the first half ot' the year is 
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lower chan 85% and at the same time have not broken through the high amount coilecrion 

record. Various villages should realistically set up effective action plans and regulations 

to assess the work. to reward and punish accordiugly. Strictly ensure that all family 

planning tasks are completed smoothly and timely. Intensify the responsibility 

accountability mechanism and strictly inhibit frauds in double check-ups and four 

surgeries. Once such frauds are discovered. the family planning "one ticket veto" method 

will be used to pursue the persons who are directly responsible according to the spirits 

From "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population And Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Sevcral Decisions on 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Ban Township Population and Family 

Plallning Work in 2009". Organize the monitoring groups to get into various villages to 

yive guidance, offer supports and monitor the family planning work during the New Year 

31ld Spring Festival periods. Ensure the completion of various work tasks. 

Chinese Communist Party Shou Zhan Committee 

Shou Zhan TWWhip People's Government 

CC: township leadership members and filing. 
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CERTIFICI4TE OF TRANSLATION 

t. Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection 

New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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DOCUMENT C 
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Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collections 

According to article #39 from "Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Stipulations", 

the implicated persons who violate these stipulations and give illegal births, will be collected the 

social child support fees based on the prior year's county (city, district) urban residents' amual 

average take-home income or farmers' average pure income and based on the following 

specifics: 

1. For having births before the allowed schedules, collect at the floor limit of the city's 

collection standards. 

7. For multiple b i d s ,  collect at the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards in the year 

in which the implicated persons' violation behaviors are discovered (mainly by the time 

when the four surgeries are materialized). 

e.g. Cennin implicated person had one extra birth in 2001, but was not discovered and 

sterilized until 2006. The social child support fee will be collected according to the city's 

ceiling limit of '2006. 

3. For those unauthorized births in 2009. if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries and proactively pays for the collection in the same year, the collection will be 

based on the floor limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

4. For those unauthorized births in 2009, if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries in the same year, but pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be 

based on the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

e.g. Certain implicated person has one extra binh in 2009, and is sterilized in 2009. but 

pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be based on the ceiling limit of the 

city's collection standards of 2009. 

3. For those unauthorized births in 2009. but the implicated person refuses to admit the 

violations and refuses to materialize the four surgeries, the collection amount will be 
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based on the ceiling limit of the collection standards in tile year in which s/he admits (i.r. 

the year ill which the four surgeries are rnateriali~ed). 

e.g. Czltaill implicated person has one extra birth in 2009, the four surgeries are 

materialized in 2010. Tile collection is baed on the ceiling limit of the collection 

standards in 2010. 

Shou Zhan Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
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CERTLFICATE OF TRANSLATlON 

I, Hong Z W G ,  hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: - Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee: Collection 

New Types of bfarriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that 1 am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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DOCUMENT D 
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New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I. Late marriage and late childbearing: have fewer bitt quality children; superior education; 

equality between men and women; equally good when having a boy or a girl; girls can also 

pass on the family generations; husbmds also bear the responsibility for family planning. 

3,. Legal ages for marriage: 27, for males and 20 for females. Late mamage refers to getting 

married at the ages three years later than the legal age, i.e. 25 for males and 23 for females, 

3. h rural areas, after having a girl as their first child, the couple can have a second child after 

four years, with the condition that the female is 25 years old and above. After having two 

children, one party of the couple is to be sterilized whether the second child is a boy or a girl. 

4. Bear child only after getting the marriage certificate and also must apply for the birth service 

permit from the township neighborhood family planning office. 

5. In rural mas a couple over the age of 60 with only one daughter or two daughters are 

eligible to receive award assistance in the amount of 600 Yuan RMB and above per person 

per year. (Chang Lr: City offers 1,200 Yuan RMB per person per year starting from this 

yew. 

6. Social child support fees will be collected for unauthorized extra births according to the laws. 

7. People from the floating population working out of town should bring dong with them the 

"marriage and childbearing certificate for floating population", must keep contact with local 

family planning ot'fices in the town where they are currently residing, and receive 

management and services from the local family planning offices. 

8. The wedding vacations for those personnel from government oftices and enterprises can be 

extended to 15 days if both parties of the couple are of late marriage and the maternity leave 

for the mother can be between 135 to 180 days. Paternity leave is from 7 KO 10 days. During 

such leaves. they still get paid and such leaves won't affect their promotion and raises. 

9. It's prohibited to reduce the collection amounts of social child support fees from those 

families with hardship. However, these families that have difficulty paying the social child 

support fees in one lump sum may ask in writing for multiple installments from the family 

planning offices of the county people's government within the first 30 days after the decision 

notice is received. They also need to submit related materials to prove. 
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LO. With one extra birth. the implicated person wiil be collected the social child support Pees two 

to tluee times of the prior year's coi~tlty Ccity) urban residents' average take-home income or 

farmers' average income when the violation is discovered. The penalty for births ahead of the 

allowed schedule will be collected in the amount of 60% or one time of the average income. 

1 1. Those who have additional one child or illegally adopted a child after they have become the 

une-child families, or they have been sterilized will no longer be eligible for preferential 

treatments. They not only need to return all the preferential treatments they originally got, but 

also need to pay the social child support fees for the extra child. 

12. Rewards those who bear children legally: get free services on family planning basic technical 

items and free treatment for any sequela after the surgeries. Those who install CUDS after 

having one child will be issued the one-child parent's honor certificates; those who are 

sterilized after having two girls ate given the award of 500 Yuan RMB and above; those who 

are allowed to have children according to the policies and stipulations. but choose not to will 

be awarded 1,000 Yuan RMB and above: the family planning assistance system will be 

implemented to partially aid the families in rural areas and etc. 

13. Married and childbearing women should voluntarily go to 1-4 times of IUD and pregnancy 

check-ups and visits anniialty according to the local regulations. 

14. Legally prohibited behaviors: illegal adoptions, illegal gender diagnosis of the fetus and 

illegal termination of pregnancies. 

Shou ZhanTownship Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

[TRANS LATION] 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

. - - language of the origin4 document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection - New Types of Mamage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

.. . 
Hong Zhang 
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Flora Sapio 

CASCC 
Via Bogino 9 
I01 23 Turin 
ltaly 

Corso Regina Margherita 209 
(c/o Gallone) 
10144 Turin 
ltaly 

E-Ah& sar~a. fe b\r~@c-a~rc. eLr 
Phone: 349-4645470 

Personal data 

Date and place of birth: 24 August 1975, Naples 
Citizenship: Italian 

Acadenic Ekpe rience 

October 2009- February 2010 Guest Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese Studies 
Bayerische Julius-Maxinilians-Universitat 
Wurzburg, Germany 

Jub 2008 - current Researcher 
Centre of Advanced Studies on Contemporary China (CASCC) 
Turin, ltaly 

October 2007 -July 2008 Guest Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese Studies (with a W1 rank of 
Juniorpofess urbt) 
Bayerische Julius-Maximibans-Universitat 
Wurzburg, Germany 

January - October 2007 Researcher 
Swedish Research Council - Vetenskapsradet 
Stockholm 

September 2004 - September 2006 Postdoctoral research fellow 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 

November 2005 Usiting fellow 
Institute for Criminal Law, CASS, Beijing 

March 2003 -August 2004 Research assistant to Professor Paola Paderni, Italian Embassy in 
Beijing. 

March -July 2004 Research assistant to Professor Paola Paderni, UniversitA degli Studi 
"L'Orientale", Naples 
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January 2003 - August 2004 

May 2002 

January 2002 - Mardl 2003 

May 2001 

Academic year 2009-10 

Academic year 200809 

Academic year 2007-08 

Academic year 2006-07 

Academic year 2005-06 

Research assistant within a project on the implementation of marriage 
law in China, funded by the Ministry of Education, University and 
Research (MIUR), Rome 

Visiting PhD candidate 
French Centre for Research on Contemporary China 
Hong Kong 

Research assistant for Prof. Paola Paderni. Tutoring of undergraduate 
students 
Universith degli Studi "LIOrientale", Naples 

Visiting PhD candidate 
Law School, Renmin Daxue, Beijing 

Teaching 

Criminal Justice in Contemporary China (B.A.) 
Human Rights in Contemporary China (B.A.) 
Power in transformation. The Chinese Communist Party (B.A.) 
Power, Punishment and the Law in China (M.A.) 
Bayerische Juiius-Maxirnilians Universitat, Wijrzburg 

How to find the law. 
China-Europe Law School and Centre of Advanced Studies on 
Contemporary China 

The reception of international legal standards in Chinese Criminal Law 
Faculty of Law, University of Turin 

LLM Guest Lectures on Chinese Criminal Law 
United Nations Inter-regional Crime and Justice Research Institute 

Introduction to Chinese Law (B.A.) 
Seminars on Chinese Law (B.A.) 
Chinese Law Between Myths and Transformation (M.A.) 
Introduction to the political history of China (B.A.) 
Seminars on the political history of China (B.A.) 
Bayerische Julius-Maxirnilians Universitat, Wurrburg 

Summer School "Introduction to Chinese Law" 
University of Bologna, Italy 

History and Politics of China 
Beijing Waju X~~ey~ran, Beijing, PRC 

Contemporary Chinese Social History (M.A.) 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 
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Academic year 2004-05 Contemporary Chinese Social History (MA) 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 

Academic year 2003-04 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate courses in Chinese Language and Grammar. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

Academic year 202-03 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate course in History, Legal and Social lnst ns of the 
Far East. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

Academic year 2001-02 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate course in History, Legal and Social Institutions of the 
Far East. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

In January 2009 1 have co-ordinated a project proposal under the EU Seventh Framework 
Programme together with Professor Gianmaria Ajani (Faculty of Law, University of Turin). I 
have taken responsibility for finding Chinese and European partners, as well as drafting the 
entire proposal. The consortium was composed by a total of seventeen Chinese, European and 
Italian Universities. 
Project title: Legal empowerment in a culturally diverse world. China and non-European 
contexts. 
Funding scheme and work programme addressed: Collaborative project. SSH-2009 4.2.2 
Perspectives from outside the EU on human rights, democracy and peace 
I was responsible for coordinating the following partners: CASCC (coordinator), Fondation 
Nationales des Sciences Politiques, France; Qinghua University, PRC; Northwest University of 
Politics and Law, PRC; Leiden University, Netherlands; University of Hertfordshire, United 
Kingdom; Lund University, Sweden; Aarhus University, Denmark; Autonomous University of 
Barcelona, Spain; Bejing University of Agriculture, PRC. 

In April 2009 1 have coordinated, ideated and written a proposal for seed money submitted to 
the Compagnia di San Paolo, Volkswagen Stiftung and the Riksbankens Jubileumsfond 
together with professor Stefania Stafutti (University of Turin). 
Funding scheme: Europe and Global Challenges. 
Project title: The EU-China-Iran triangle: energy and security 
Partners: CASCC, European University Institute, Florence; Institute of International Relations of 
China Foreign Affairs University ( Z ~ o n g g ~ u ,  W a ~ i ~ ) X ~ i e ~ z r a n  Q 9b%%E) 
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In May 2009, 1 have co-ordinated, ideated and written a proposal submitted to the China-Europe 
Law School, together with Dr. Stephanie Balme of the Fondation Nationales des Sciences 
Politiques. 
Funding scheme: internal funding scheme of the China-Europe Law School. 
Project title: Sino-European perspectives on the efficiency and quality of judicial services 
Partners: CASCC, Fondation Nationales des Sciences Politiques, Qinghua University, 
Northwest University of Politics and Law. 

lnfonration ~eques is, cons ultancies , mmbers hip m pmfess ional associatiom 

Mwrm Rights Watch - h g  kbng B m h  (Monan Rights 62 China) 
Associated Press - Shanghai b m h  
A m  dei Carabinieri (military corps with police duties), Guarrlia di F q a  (financial police). 
Civilian interrogator, civilian intelligence officer (illegal immigration, corruption) 

Embmsy ofthe Republic of Frunce 62 Be~@g. 

Empean China Law Studies Associcrtk Founding member 
Etuvpean Association of Chinese studies. Member 
&akmAssociation ofChhese studies. Member 

ihjioni W e n d y ,  the Oriental htihrte - June 2006 
HiananRights Watch-December2006 
Cork Cihiversity - July 2007 
Leiden Lhiversity - May 2008 

October 2000 - Feb~ary2004 Doctoral Programme in History and Civilization of the Far East 
Universita degli Studi "La Sapienza", Rome. 
Dissertation title: "Corruption and Economic Crimes in Contemporary China" 
Supervisors: Professor Paola Paderni, Professor Marina Miranda 

July 2000 

July 1995 

"Laurea" (M. A.) in Political Science with a specialization in China 
Studies 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientalen, Naples. 
Dissertation title: "Chinese Military Thought and Guunxkie Manuals" 
Supervisors: Professor Paola Paderni, Professor Maria Laura Cigliano 
Final Grade: 10811 10 

Diploma in Commercio lnternazionale (Certificate in International 
Trade) 
lstituto per i Servizi Commerciali e Turistici "Enrico Mattei", Caserta. 
Final Grade: 60160 
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language Studies 

Chinese language (four years) Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", 
Naples. 
Classical Chinese (one year) at the Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", 
Naples. 

August - December 1997 Intensive language course at the Beijing Film Academy (Beijing 
w i n g  X~ieyuan) 

August 1998- July 1999 Graduate studies in Political Economy, History of China and Military 
Studies at the Capital Institute for Business and Economics (Slwdu 
JingjiIl.k?qviLhm), Beijing. I attended the course in Military Studies as 
an auditor. 

Publications 

"Power, punishment and the law" (provisional title). Book d e r  conmrct to B d ,  prepared at the 
editor's request. 

"Anti-corruption law in Beijing", Forthcoming in Marina Svensson and Mattias Burell (eds.). M m g  Law 
Wonk, Chinese Laws in Contes. lthaca: Cornell University Press, 2009-2010. 

"Jia Chunwang", "Luo Ruiqing", "Tao Siju", "Wu Guanzheng", "Xu Yongyue", in Song Yuwu (ed.) 
Biogmphical Lkrionruy of the Peopkk Republic of China. Jefferson, NC: McFariand & Company, 
2009. 

"Rent-seeking, corruption and clientelism", in Tak-Wing Ngo (ed.), Rent-seeking m CIzina London: 
Routledge, 2009, pp. 22 - 42. 

Book review (invited contribution): "Sarah Biddulph. Legal reform and Administrative Detention 
Powers in China" China Bzfomation, vol. 22, n. 4, 2008, pp. 481 - 483. 

"The power to punish" (invited contribution), Recht ~ m d  Ge~chtigkeir m China - Festsch@Jir 
libnrad Wegrnann. Miinchen: SDI Verlag, 2007, pp. 164 - 184 

"Shuanggui and Extralegal Detention in China", China b g f o W n ,  vol. 22, n. 1, 2008, pp. 7 - 37 

"Corruption networks: the case of Xiarnen", h i m  and Afncm St~rdies, n. 1-2, 2007 (April), pp. 151 - 
171. 

"Implementing anticorruption in the PRC. Patterns of selectivity", Centre for E r ~ r  md So~lth-East 
Asian Shldies Working Papen Series, Working Paper n. 10, 2005. 
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h Chinese 

"Zhongguode fanfubai: xuanzexing moshi jiqi genyuan", Mkkesizhuyiyu Shiwian, n. 2, 2006, pp. 189 
- 190. 

C i m  ried~u:azione m e d h e  il lavom. Cenni storici p d l i  nonnativi dibattid. Torino: Centro di Alti 
Studi sulla Cina Contemporanea, 2008. (pp. 84) 

Recensioni: Franqois Jullien. Pensm l'e$'kacia in Cbta e m Occidente. Roma Latena, 2008. Sarah 
Biddulph, Legal Reform and Administrative fitention Powers in China Cambridge, Cambrkige 
Univelsiry P ~ s s ,  2007. 

"Tales of Corruption Control: the Chen Xitong Saga and its Shadows" (L'altra faccia della lotta alla 
corruzione: luci ed ombre del caso Chen Xitong), in Annamaria Palerrno (ed.) La Cina e lXlm. 
Napoli: II Torcoliere, 2007, pp. 631 - 650. 

"Literati (mjia), cadres and judges: legal reform in the PRC" (Letterati, quadri e giudici: la riforrna 
giuridica in Cina"), Lkpensa di C u h  Cinese. Milano: CUEM, 2007. 

"Corruption in China: campaigns and corruption as a network, (La corruzione in Cina: campagne e 
"retizzazione del fenomeno), Mndo Cinese, n. 124, 2005, pp. 5 - 15. 

"On the functionality of corruption in China" (Sulla funzionale della corruzione in Cina), 
Maurizio Scarpari e Tiziana Lippiello (eds.), Cher M*. . .Scritti in onore di LiomlIo h i o m '  per 
lbttanfesimo compleanno. Venezia: Libreria Editrice Cafoscarina, 2005, pp. 1043 - 1054. 

"Corruption cases in contemporary China" (La corruzione in Cina oggi: alcuni casi), Mndo Cinese, 
n. 114, 2003, pp. 11 - 18. 

"Fortyfive million small helmsmen. Netizens and internet Cafes in Beijing" (Quarantacinque milioni di 
piccoli timnieri - Gli intemauti cinesi e gli internet cafe a Pechino), M n h  C h s e ,  n. 112, 2002, pp. 
35-41. 

"Mastering the fire, and the art of cutting: "Food in China - Everyday Life and Artistic Expression. 
Rome, 1 - 2 december 2001", (L'arte del coltello ed il dominio del fuoco: "I1 Cibo Cina tra 
Quotidianita e Arte - Roma, 1 - 2 dicembre 2001"), M,ndo Cimse, n. 109, 2001, pp. 51 - 55. 

Invited lectures and confelence mpotg 

China-Europe Law Studies Associations. Chair at the Third Annual Conference of the China-Europe 
Law Studies Association. Panel on Human Rights Ill. 

Universita Ca Foscari, Venezia. Invited seminar on "Diritto penale, detenzione amministrativa e 
politica della coercizione in China" 25 May. 

University of Cork - Ireland, Invited speaker at the EU-China workshop. 30-31 March. 
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University of Bologna, University of Turin - "The system of forced drug treatment camps", Second 
Annual Gnference ofthe E~~rvpean Chrita Law Shrdies Assocbnbn. 1 - 4 October 2008 

University of Cambridge, Faculty of History - "Torture and deterrence in modern China". Workshop 
on "Coerive Netu~rks'.~ Violence, P~mkhrnent and the Colonial Condini,~~. 9 May 2008 

University of Turin, Faculty of Law - "Recent trends in Chinese criminal law", lnvited speaker. 
Course m Chime Law 11 March 2008 

University of Turin, Faculty of Law - "An overview on legal reform in China", lnvited speaker. Course 
in Covnpruatie Law, 11 March 2008 

Sprach und Dolmetscher Institut, Munchen - "Extra-legal detention by Commissions for Discipline 
Inspection". lnvited speaker. S y m p h m  Recht ImdGerechtigkeit m China, 8 December 2007. 

University of Bologna, Faculty of Languages and Literature - "Methods in qualitative research", 
lnvited speaker. Course in Chinese Sociology, 13 October 2007. 

Max-Planck Institut, Hamburg - "Shuanggui: extra-legal detention in China", F i l s t h d  Gn$erence 
of the E m p a n  China LavShcrlies Assmiation. 31 August - 2 September 2007. 

University of Leiden - "Rent-seeking and corruption in China: is it all the same?", Workshop on znt- 
seeking politics in China, 22-23 June 2007. 

"Anticorruption in Beijing". lnvited speaker Beijing Final Conference of a cooperhe project on law 
implemelttatiavl m Gina, sponsozd by S m .  Beijing. 1-4 December 2006. 

University of Ljubljana - 
Panel organizer "Chinese law: political, social and cultural dimensions" (together with 
Professor Agnes Schick-Chen, University of Wien) 
"Network - based forms of crime: the case of Xiamen " XVlth EACS Confeznce. 31 August 
- 3 September 2006. 

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences - "Lb ru rles: corruption in Italy and China". lnvited speaker. 
CASS - SSAAPS Conference on Economic Lkvelopment nnd Social Policy, Beijing, 27 - 29 
October 2005. 
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Lund University, Faculty of Economics - "God's bankers and people's bankers. Banking corruption in 
Italy and China", Invited speaker. liatd-fi~dan Ecommic Fonm 'China Cues Global: Pmpects and 
Challenges", 14 - 16 September 2005, Lund. 

Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, Shanghai - "Dark networks versus bright networks. 
Anticorruption in Beijing municipality", Fowth Ihternutbnul Convenhn of A s h  Scholars Shan ai, 
20 - 24 August, 2005. Also panel chair. 

Stockholm University - "Can the powerful be vulnerable too? SIDA Confe~nce on Structu~s of 
Vubterrrbi&, Mbilization and Resistance, 12 - 14 January 2005. 

Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies, Lund - "Anticorruption law in China: why is it 
selective?, 25-26 November 2004. 

Reseaxh grants, awards and Scholars hips 

November 2006 Research grant, The Swedish Research Council. 

November 2004 Travel grant. The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in 
Research and Higher Education . 

October 2000 - February 2004 3-years full-time scholarship for the Ph.D. in History and Civilization of 
the Far East 
Universita degli Studi "La Sapienza", Rome. 

~ u g u s t  1998 - June 1999 Scholarship from the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for year 
language study in China. 

October 1995 -July 2000 Five yearly scholarships from the "Advanced Education ghts 
Commission" (Ente per il Diritto allo Studio Universitario), Naples. 

Skills 

Languages Italian: native speaker 
English: fluent 
Chinese (prrtonghua): fluent 
German: basic knowledge 
French, Spanish: reading knowledge 

Programming Languages HTML, Java and CSS (basic knowledge) 

Software Ucinet VI, Pajek, NetMiner, Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, 
Access, LaTeX, Corel 
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